
i-Device Contract 
 

I understand that having an iPhone/iPad/iPod is a privilege and not a right and 
believe that my parents love me and trust that they have my safety and best interests in 
mind even if I do not completely understand their reasoning.   By signing this contract, I 
agree to follow the letter and spirit of it to the best of my abilities.  If I violate any of the 
rules either intentionally or unintentionally I will accept the loss of this privilege of using 
my i-device for a period of time that is commensurate with the severity of the violation 
which is to be determined by my parents. 
 

1. I will provide my password to my parents and accept they will regularly check my phone, 
text and social media history.  I will never change my password without informing them 
immediately.    I will NOT share my password with my friends unless absolutely 
necessary (if so, will change afterwards).  I will never intentionally delete any phone, text, 
or social media history information. 

2. I can never intentionally NOT immediately answer a call or text from my parents.   If that 
is not possible I will contact them as soon as possible.  

3. I will only communicate or socially network via phone, text or social media with people 
who are my friends, or those I am interesting in knowing personally. I will NEVER accept 
a request or invitation from someone I have never met in person.  

4. I will NEVER post or share a photo of myself with someone I do not know or have never 
met and will NEVER post or share an immodest photo or video of myself to ANYONE! 

5. I will never contact or communicate with any boys without obtaining approval from my 
parents. 

6. I agree while I’m studying I won’t let my i-device distract me. I won’t have my phone in 
my room while I’m studying (if so I will turn it off or switch to airplane mode) and will only 
check it once per hour while I’m studying for a period of approx. 5 minutes or less. 

7. I agree to always strive to be physically and emotionally present to the people I am 
currently with.  I will not continuously check or communicate with people electronically at 
the expense of the attention I’m giving to the people I’m currently with.  I agree to never 
use my device while eating dinner with my family or friends.  

8. I will always attempt to be aware of other people’s feelings when using social media.  I 
will keep in mind how it feels to be left out and will never intentionally say, text, post, like, 
or comment on anything negative about someone else even it is intended as a joke.   I 
understand that e-messages can often be misinterpreted from their intention and that 
nothing I post is private.  I will not post photos of other people without first getting their 
permission.  

9. I understand there are many people who use social networks to find and prey on 
innocent victims.  I will be vigilant in my account settings to keep my information private 
(only for my friends/followers).  I agree to not search for information or pictures on social 
networks from people I don’t know.  I will be extremely careful to never identify my 



location or personal info (e.g. full name, school, address) in my photos (check 
background), texts or hashtags.  

10. I agree to use my minute and/or data prudently and stay within the amount my family 
plan. If I’m the cause of any overruns I will offer to pay for the additional charges.   I will 
agree to never purchase any services w/o my parent’s consent. 

11. I will attempt to glorify God with my communications and will never be ashamed to post 
things that have to do with my faith.  I understand that everything I post is a reflection of 
my character.   I will never participate or stand by idly if someone (including myself) is 
being cyberbullied.   I will report and delete/unfollow any person, comment, or photo that 
is offensive.  

12. I agree to not intentionally view, listen, or read anything immodest, obscene, crude, or 
with foul language.  I recognize time is a precious gift from God and will minimize the 
time I spend with media that doesn’t help me grow intellectually, emotionally, or 
spiritually or inspire me to be a better person.   As a guideline I agree to not spend more 
than 1 hr. per day on “mindless” entertainment.  

13. I will never violate the school policy for phone, texting or media usage. 
14. I will agree to not use my phone past 10:00pm and to store/charge it downstairs. 

 


